Submission to the Council of Europe consultation on the Draft European Rules
on the Conditions for the Administrative Detention of Migrants
ENNHRI calls for prioritisation of alternatives to detention and full implementation of
human rights in the context of migration
ENNHRI welcomes this opportunity to comment on the Draft European Rules on the
Conditions for the Administrative Detention of Migrants (the Draft Rules), and so to
contribute to the Council of Europe’s endeavor of codifying existing international
standards relating to detention in the context of migration.
ENNHRI has previously supported1 the European National Preventive Mechanisms
(NPMs) in their call for codifying “a set of Immigration Detention Rules” 2 that would help
them fulfill their mandates as detention monitoring bodies, in order to prevent torture
and ill treatment.3 This codification should include fully the important guidelines provided
by international and regional human rights bodies on detention of migrants, especially
when it comes to persons in situations of vulnerability. However, ENNHRI is concerned
that the current Draft Rules lack compatibility with human rights norms and standards.
First, depriving migrants – whether or not in need of international protection,
undocumented, asylum seekers, stateless persons – of their liberty by detaining them
based on their status as migrants, is not in line with human rights standards.
Administrative detention of migrants, for the purpose of border control, pending the
determination of their refugee status or their removal from the country as foreseen by
Article 5 1F of the European Convention of Human Rights, should always be a measure
of last resort4, should be avoided by any means and be carried out in full compliance
with States’ international obligations5. Clear and adequate rules should guarantee the
respect of the migrants’ right to liberty and security so as to prevent inhuman or
degrading treatment. Alternatives to detention in the context of migration should be
implemented and states should first explore alternative measures prior to resorting to
detention.
Secondly, ENNHRI voices strong concerns regarding the Draft Rules’ approach to
people in situations of vulnerability. Vulnerable persons should never be placed in
detention6, and vulnerability should be assessed before any detention decision, leaving
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open the option of alternatives to detention. In particular, minors should not be subject
to punitive measures because of their own or their parents’ migrant status. This would
constitute a violation of their human rights, contravening the principle of the best
interests of the child.7 Pregnant and nursing women should also never be placed in
detention.8 ENNHRI also recommends the Draft Rules be adapted to align them with
the UN CRPD standards9. It is both the responsibility and obligation of states to
approach law- and policy-making with regard to migration detention under the guidance
of human rights norms and standards.
Thirdly, the scope of application of the Draft Rules, currently limited to the “closed
detention centres as places where migrants are deprived of their liberty and specifically
designed for this purpose”, raises concerns. People deprived of their liberty are, in any
circumstance, at risk of cruel and inhuman treatment. Limiting the scope of application
of the Draft Rules, leads to an enhanced risk of ill-treatment for detained migrants.
Furthermore, the definition of detention should be in line with human rights standards as
anchored in the case law of the European Court of Human Rights.
Finally, we are concerned that aspects of the European Prison Rules could be
transferred to the Draft Rules, given that criminal detention is an entirely different
context to the administrative detention of migrants (who have not be through any
criminal procedures).
In order to help address these concerns, ENNHRI stands ready to provide input and
dialogue to CDCJ’s work on the Draft Rules, in order to achieve a comprehensive
approach on human rights standards of detention of migrants. Further, we encourage
ongoing dialogue between CDDH-MIG and CDCJ-DAM.
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